





Generalized Sampling Theorem 
and Approximaie Sampling Funciion 
by 
Fukuko Yuasa* and Ei Iti Takizawa** 
Som巴ya-Shannon'ssampling theorem')2) is generalized so as to include sampled 
values and sampled derivatives. The sampling function can be chosen from many kinds 
of continuous functions， which are very similar to the delta-function with narrow breadth 
and low feet at both sides of th巴mainpeak. Several巴xamplesof the sampling functions 
are given. For an approximation of the sampling formulae， a proposal is made to use 
other kinds of sampling functions of character very similar to the delta function. 
S 1.Preliminaries 
Ag巴neralizedsampling theorem was presented by one of the authors， Takizawa24)， 
which can be conveniently applied to construct the g巴nerakized interpolation 
formulae3H4) in the fields of physics'5)l6) and engineering. 
The present authors wish to discuss the structure of the generalized sampling 
theorem17)ー 26)and to make some comments to the generalized sampling functions. The 
sampling functions used here are very similar to the delta-function with narrow breadth 
at both sides of the main peak. 
ln practical application， one can make use of such o.function-like continuous func 
tions. The d巴tailed巴xamplesof the approximate sampling functions shall be proposed 
in S 7 
S 2.Generalized Sampli.ng Theorem 
At first， we shall write the generalized sampling theorem24). It reads: 
Theorem 1 (G巴neralizedSampling Theorem)'7)-25)28) 
An entire function f (Z) can be expressed by 
て1~ m~.{ f~j) HAk) ( _ _ ¥j+k ___!i_三)




where the series in the right-hand side of (2-1) converges uniformly in any bounded closed 
domain in the complex z-plane， ifthe following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) f(z) and g(z) are entire， ( 2 -2 ) 
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(I) g(z) has zeros of (mn + 1)ーthorder at point zニ zn(nニ integer)，i.e 
g(Zn) = g'(Zn) = g"(Zn) =... = g(向 l(Zn)= 0， and g(出川l(Zn)ヰ 0， (2 -3) 
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The summation in (2-1) is taken over al the points Z=Zn (n=integer). The function 
g(Z) 
h(Z，Zn)三一一←一一=
H(Z，Zn) 一 (Z-Zn)mn+l 
(2 -6) 
is called as a generalized sampllng function， and points Z=Zn as sampling points. The 
expression (2-1) shall be called as a generalized sampling formula 
The proof of theorem 1 is straightforward. Under the conditions (1) and (I)， the 
function f(z)/ g(z) is meromorphic in the complex z-plane. It has poles of (mn + 1)ーth
orderat points Z=Zn.By means of the Cauchy theorem， the function f(z)/g(z) can be 
expressed by a contour-integration along a circle of radius R with center at the origin， 
including poles of f(z)/g(z) in the circle IzlこR.If one takes the radius R to b巴infinitely
large， then the contour-integration vanishes under the condition (II)， and one has merely 
to calculate residues at points zニzn・Aft巴rcalculating the summe of the residues， one 












Fig.1. Poles of f(z)/g(z) and integration contour C 
~ 3. Special Cases of Theorem 1 
If al the mn are the same， one writes m instead of mn， and one obtains the following 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem I Under the conditions (1)， (1)， and (11)， we have: 
パZ)=2晶子高KMS dJ)m+l (3 -1) 
for m which denotes the same value of al仕lemn 
From Theorem 1 we obtain the following : 
Theorem III If an entire function g(z) satisfies the conditions (1)一(II)and g(z) can 
be expanded into仕leTaylor series as follows : 
g(か Am+l.(Z-Zn)m+l+ LA2m+l+s . (Z -Zn)2m+l+s ， (ん+1宇 0)
then expression (3-1) is reduced to : 
τ1や j). (z -Zn)s. 1 _g(z) 
j(Z)= >: >: fi，j) • 一一一一一一一一一一・一一一一一十島 n s! g仁二一 (Z-Zn)m+l 
(m+ 1)! 
(3 -2) 
~ 4. Sampling Formula for small m 
a) If al the poles of f(z)/g(z) are simple poles (i.e. m=O) at al the sampling points 








? ?? ?? ??? ?
(4 -1) 
b) If al仕lepoles of f(z)/g(z) are of 2nd order (i.e. m= 1)at al zn， then expression (2-1) 
leads to a sampling formula containing sampled values fn and sampled derivatives f~ of 
first order: 
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山 2!・g(z)I(z) ニ~[ん +(z -znH/~- ~ f， ・生γ}1・~ l，Jn I ¥，( '<"n/ LJn 3Jn g'n3) j) (Z~Zn)2 ・ g白) ( 4 -2) 
c) If al the poles of f(z)/ g(z) are of 3rd order (i.e. m = 2)at points Zn， then we obtain 
sampling formula taking sampl巴dheights ιand sampled derivatives f~ and f~ into 
account: 
I(z) = ~ r In十(z zpJVL4}+l(z z)2{H-if44十~ l.Jn 1¥.<:.. NnJ lJn 4;n g'n_3l 2 ¥-<> 4nJ lJn 2 Jn g'n_: 
1 + . (.l_( gi，4~_\2 1η1，51 "i 3 !・g(z)十一五 〔一(発j)一一」γJ}!4 ¥ g~31 1 5 g~31 )J j (Z-Zn)3・gi
(4 -3) 
d) In case of m> 0， itis practically convenient to take 
g(z)=ψm+l(Z)， (4 -4 ) 
where ψ(z) is an entire function which has merely simple zeros at al the sampling points 
Z二 zn.30， the sampling formula is expressed as follows: 
昨日i守二名示 (z-Zn)S 
where Hn(sl 's are given in (2.5)， with 
hn=gn(m+1I/(m十l)!=(1fr'n)皿+1
and 
h¥!;1 = . _ r! ・3
n - (m十 1十r)!別
サ間+1(Z)
(Z-Zn)m+l 
2 守町_)1 • (ι)P • (ド~)q . (よれ)u
ρ+Q+u+...=m+l 
(4 -5 ) 
(4← 6 ) 
(4 -7) 
Here the present authors want to emphasize that the sampling formulae above 
mentioned can be conveniently applied as interpolation formula巴， while these formulae 
are not very useful as巴xtrapolationformulae， when one truncates the sampling expan 
sion. Because individual term in the series plays equally a rδle and one can not simply 
ignore certain number of terms in the expansion. 
S 5.Detailed Examples of the Generalized Sampling Formula for mニO
For m=O， formula (4.1) can b巴applied.
a) One takes an orthogonal syst巴mof polynomials in the domain a豆z壬b:
{仇(z)lkニ I，2，3，， fω(z)恥 (z)CPn (州Zニ B川 (5 -1 ) 
with a polynomial仇(z)of s.th degre巴， and density fumctionω(z). From (4-1) and taking 
g(z) as rPs(z)， one can obtain an approximation formula f(z) for f(z) : 
て1rl ¥ CPs(Z) I(z)ニ):I(Zn) .一一一一←-
ml(Z Zn)-Ws(zn) (5 -2) 
This formula relates to Gaus' quadratur formula and Christoffel's number， ifwe consider 
an integraP91: 
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b) In order to obtain Lagrangean formula， one takes 
g(Z) =日 (Z-Zk)，
and obtain an approximate formula f(z): 






Ln(zp)=On，p. (1 孟 p~五 s)
c) One takes a Chebyshev's polynomial: 
g(z)=cos (αarccosβz)， (α=positive integer and βヰ0)
and obtain an approximate formula f(z) : 




βzn=COS {(2n十1)π/2α}. (n=integer) 
d) One takes 
g(z)=sin(αz+β)， (α，β=const，αヰ0)
and obtain Someya-Shannon's sampling formula 
Gnπ一βm(αz+s-nπ)
f(z) = ~ f( ""a ~ )・ αZ+β (α宇 0)
n=ー∞
Shannon's formula1l2l corresponds to (5-12) when α=1 and s=O_ 
e) As for other examples， we can take: 
i) g(z)=z sin(αz)， (αヰ0)
i) g(z)=αz sin(αz)-Acos(αz)， (αAヰ0)
ii) g(z)=αz cos(αz)-Bsin(αz)， (αβ宇0)
iv) g(z)=具(αz)，(ν=integers，α宇0)
v) g(z)=αzJ~(αz)+h];，(αz) ， (v = integers，αh宇0)
vi) g(z)=Tv(αz，βz)， (v=integers，αβヰ0)
with 
Tv(x， y)=N，(x)];，(y)-];，(x)N，(y)， (v=integers， x>O， and y>O) 
where 1(z) and N，(z) are Bessel and N eumann functions， respectively_ 
An example of the formula for g(z)=L(αz) is given 'by羽市eelon27l_
vii) Mathieu functions: cen(z) and sen(z)， 
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36. Sampling Formula for m~l 
For the case mニ1or m=2， we can t丘kein (4-4) squared functions or cubic functions 
of g(z) expressed in (5-1)， (5-3)， (5-7)， (5-11)， and (5-13) - (5・20)，and obtain sampling 
formulae including sampled function and sampled higher order derivatives by means of 
(4-2) or (4-3). The detailed expression of the sampling formulae we shall omit here 
37圃ApproximateSampling Formula 
If we restrict ours巴lv巴sto the cas巴 m= 0 and want to have some approximate 
sampling formula巴， we may use a sampling function， which is very similar to the delta 
function having narrow breadth and low feet at both sides of the main peak. This idea 
is essentially based on the sampling th巴oremscited above， but the method provided here 
is rather of approximation. 1n spite of this， itmay be useful in the practical approxima-
tion of sampling formula. 
Hitherto we used sampling functions， which are of height unity at the main peak and 
have narrow breadth and low feet at both sides of the main peak， such as 
g(Z) 
(Z-Zn) . g' (Zn) 
with g(Zn)=O (n=integer)， and function g(z) having simple zeros at points Z=Zn. 
If one has interest， one can choose as g(z) in (4-1) the following functions:29) 
Now we shall propose to make an approximate sampling formula.29) At first， we 
shall refer the following formula: 
j(Z)二人j(ご)δ(Z 主).dc (7 -1) 
and approximate the right-hand side of (7-1)， by replacing integration by summation and 
by takingム(Z-Zn)instead of delta-function. Formally the巴xpresion(7-1) becomes to be 
j(Z) = L j(Znh!J(Z-Zn) (7 -2) 
n 
where sampling functionム(Z-Zn)is a continuous function of z， with main peak at points 
Z=Zn (n=integer)， having low feet which extend to both sides of the main peak and 
vanishing at Izl→十∞ Thesampling formula (7-2) corresponds to (4-1). 
For exampl巴， we can take: 
(Z-Zn)2m 
L1(Z-Zn)之 exp〔 -E云r一〕 ， (m=positive integer， and σ>0) (7-3) 
L1(Z-Zn)之 sechm (Z -Zn) (mニ positiveinteger) 
L1(Z-Zn)之 Soliton-likefunctions， with L1( 0)ニ 1for Zニ Zn
L1(Z-Zn)"" 1 /(αtan2 {β(Z-Zn)}+ 1]，(α，β=const) 
and 





The approximat巴 samplingformula (7-2) gives new formulae， by making use of (7-3) 
-(7-7) etc. 
38. Numerical Examples 
1n practical applications， we are to take a truncated sampling fermulae (4-1)-(4-3)， 
i. e. we are to make sampling at a finite number of sampling points. Here in 3 8 we shall 
一般化された標本化定理と近似的な標本化函数
7 
show some numerical examples of such truncated sampling formulae (4-1)-(4-3) as well 
as truncated formula (7-2) 
In Figs. 2-10， a function f(z)=sin (2z) is sampled by means of g(z) used in (4-1) 
-(4-3). m=O，1 or 2， indicates that the zeros of g(z) are of 1st， 2nd， or 3rd order， 
respectdvelyφ(z) is a calculated function making use of truncated formulae (4-1)-(4-3)， 
being sampled at 6 points， which are marked with with small black circles "・".We can 
see that the truncated sampling formulae (4-1)-(4-3) are very useful for interpolation 
formulae. While they are not so convenient for extrapolation formulae in the region at 


















f(z) m= 0 
6 points 
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g(z)ニ z sin(βz)-Acos(βz) 




g(z) = To(α'z，sz) 





九(~乙t 互Sn)= 0 ¥ 4 "" 3 ''! 
Fig.10 
z も
m= 2 g(z)=sin3(6z) 
fCz) 6 points f(z)=sin(2z) 
m=O 










In Figs. 11 and 12， th巴 unitfunction f(z) = 1 issampled by means of (4-1) with 
'!_.， 2k-1 g(z)=sin(6z) and g(z)=sin(3z) . n(zー っ=--lf)， respectivel)人Thelatter shows fairely 
k'''d 0 
good approximation comparing with the former 
f(z) 
m= 0 g(z)=sin(6z) 











For the sake of comparison of (7-2) with (4-1)-(4-3)， we shall show numerical 
examples of the truncated sampling formula (7-2) in Figs.13-18. f(z)=sin (2z) shows th巴
function to be sampled， and φ(z) is the calculat巴dfunction by truncated formula (7-2) 
with approximate sampling functionム(z-zn).Sampling points are marked with small 
circles "0 ".The values of parametersαand βtaken here are also shown in each figure町
f(z)=SIN(2z) 
L1(z-zn; a) =expr 宅学二)






( (Z-Zn)2 i 
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f(z)=SIN(2z) 













Ll(Z-Zn;a，β)=一一ー 一 1 一一←ー
[ (Z)αtan2[β(Z-Zn)]十 1
Z 







While. in Figs. 19 and 20， the unit function f(z)ニ 1is sampled by truncated sampling 






z) に zα“ J











1n these Figs. 13-20， we see that the sampling functionム(z-zo)can b巴applicableto 
approximatεthe original sampled function f(z). The degree of precision in the approxi 
mation depends not only on the choice of the individual form of the functionム(z-zo)but 
also on the choice of sampling positions and values of parameters O! and β， 
9 9.Concluding R巴marl王呂
1n this paper， the authors presented the generalized sampling theorem (Theorem 1)， 
where an entire function f(z) can be expressed by means of sampled values fs and sampled 
higher order derivatives fs(口)ー
Many formulae hitherto obtained c旦nbe d己rivedfrom the generalized sampling 
theorem presented here 
Some exampl巴sof the sampling functions are also proposed， which may be useful to 
construct an approximat巴interpolationformula. 
1n concluding this paper， th巴authorswould like to巴mphasizedthat the generalized 
sampling theorem presented here may find good application in many fields of physics and 
engmeenng 
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